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2015 New Product Preview 
What's new? PLENTY – and here's a sampling of what you can expect from some of the industry's top suppliers. : Product Feature, 
Identity Marketing Staff 
 
While the tried and true will always produce the bulk of the industry’s sales, end-users are always asking the question, “What’s 
new?” This year, as with most, there’s plenty to show them! 
 
From relatively inexpensive yet innovative personal items to high-end premiums, industry suppliers have once again come through 
with a large selection of impactful and useful products for the new year. We've selected a few dozen of them for an up-close look so 
check them out here then put them in hour hands if you're attending one of the trades shows. Remember, simply mouse over each 
of the products for more information, then click the mouse to contact the supplier. 
 
This week's spotlight will be on hard goods. We'll focus on new wearables in the January 19 issue. 
 
 

 

SnugZ Breathe easy and let our essential oils do the relaxing for you! The New Zen 
Essential Oil Roller Ball provides instant soothing fragrances, pre-cut with fractionated 
coconut oil that will ignite your senses. Easy and portable, choose the roller ball for any 
occasion. 

 

BIC Graphic The new BIC® Journey Pen is a sleek, twist-action retractable that comes with 
a modern metal clip, a wide profile for imprint impact and the BIC Boy molded into the 
curved top. 
 

 

Warwick Publishing No need to pay for expensive design services, Warwick offers two stock 
design folders to give you a great first impression! Choose from “banded” or “striped” 
designs then add your logo and message, or choose from Warwick’s library of stock art, all 
for a truly professional look. 
 

 

Leed's Room for all your gear, and then some. Whether its files, a laptop, or tools for the job, 
the Carhartt® Signature Compu-Brief can handle all your needs. It features Rain Defender® 
durable water-repellant material bonded to 1200D a polyester base. 
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Southern Plus The Menali tote has an uncoated finish that adds a uniquely rough and raw 
charm, moving it from a bag to an upscale sack. Its cotton striped web strap handles extend 
to bottom of bag for added accent and strength. Raw, non-coated jute gives this tote its 
rugged appeal. 
 

 

VisionUSA The Desk it! from VisionUSA keeps desk tool at your fingertips and is available in 
sapphire blue or smoke. 
 

 

Hub Pen Lustrous jewel tones and bands of shining chrome provide the Trentini promotional 
pen with a high-end appeal. 
 

 

US Flash The Beatle is a high quality bluetooth speaker that delivers a deep, rich, bass 
sound. Built-in mic allows user to receive phone calls. 
 

 

Leprechaun Promotions New Synergy 14-oz. travel tumbler features stainless steel inner 
and outer walls for superior insulating quality. It also has a stainless drink-thru slider lid and 
colored accent bands of blue, black or white for easy gripping and superior imprinting. 
 

 

Visions/Awardcraft The Zielony’s graceful design features a bold streak of green creating a 
beautiful, dramatic highlight. Skillfully crafted in alluring optic crystal atop a black crystal 
base, this award captures the spirt of those who stand out among others by not only doing a 
job well but doing it with their individual flair. 
 

 

Compass Industries The Larry™ 8 LED Pocket Work Light is the essential handyman light. 8 
powerful LEDs provide 60 lumens of bright white light. The rotating magnetic clip gives you 
convenient hands-free lighting by attaching to virtually anything. The reinforced plastic body 
design is shock-proof and water-resistant. 
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Webb Company Add to your milk for an instant iced coffee. Flavors include hazelnut, Irish 
cream, French vanilla or caramel. 
 

 

ZZ Promos Bobble heads are individually handcrafted and come in an assortment of styles 
and sizes. Great for company anniversaries, customer appreciation, trade shows, and many 
other events. All custom sizes available. 
 

 

Natural Trends PlanetSafe L6 Home-Shop-Sports Lubricant is a non-aerosol, non-toxic, 
non-hazardous all-purpose lubricant that penetrates, protects, and cleans, with thousands of 
uses. Perfect for automotive, home, and industrial applications. 
 

 

American Zebra The 32-oz. Trans Sport bottle has a 63mm push/pull matching lid. It is 
made from BPA-free plastic. 

 

HPC Global The TouchWrite Native combines a traditional retractable ballpoint pen with a 
capacitive touch screen stylus. The stylus tip is made of a special conductive rubber 
designed to imitate the human finger when contacting a capacitive touch screen. 
 

 

Megafast Custom printed cups are the perfect giveaway promotions item, party favor or 
fundraising item. Your customers will recognize these party favorites. Double-walled, 
insulated cups are safe for both hot and cold beverages. Volume indicators at 1, 5, 12, and 
16 oz. 
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Aprons, Etc. Digitally printed disposable plastic table cloths are available in red, white, royal 
or black. 
 

 

Prime Line Charge your devices on the go! This ABS plastic charger has dual ports and a 
contrasting silicone ring with the signature Goofy eyes. 
 

 

The Book Company SOCA Journal provides a modern twist to the classic thinker’s journal. It 
features a unique two-tone design with pen holder on top, a leather-like, stitched cover, 192 
white, lined pages, cool grey end pages and a bookmark ribbon. 

 

Bullet The Cube Bluetooth Speaker has an internal, rechargeable battery which provides up 
to four hours of nonstop music. Base includes button controls for play/pause, fast forward 
(skip)/backward and volume control. Speaker can be synced by Bluetooth or connected with 
3.5mm audio cable. Audio and charging cables included. 
 

 

Next Products All new “Bullet” 16 oz. Double Wall Tumbler with a “Vacuum Metalized” inner 
wall. A real metal coating is sealed into a clear outer wall made that’s made from 
indestructible “Eastman Tritan” material and includes your imprint with Next Products 
exclusive “N-Dome” process in from 1- to full 4-color process sealed inside also. 

 

Victorinox Swiss Army The Swiss Army Knife is celebrating its 130th anniversary. To mark 
the occasion, Victorinox Swiss Army has created I.N.O.X., a new watch that pays tribute to 
the history and industrial know how of the brand's strength, quality, expertise and Swiss 
design. 
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WOWLine These reading glasses with spring hinge arms come in assorted lens strength 
from +1.00 - +3.50. Perfect for offices, schools, conventions, trade shows and more. One 
size fits most adults. Assorted colors. 

 

Continental Marketing The new 20-can cooler/trunk organizer is fully padded and made from 
90g polypropylene. The insulated cooler has a heat-sealed PEVA lining. 

 

Crystal-D The Dorado Star begins as a tiny optical crystal star in the background and shoots 
forward to a much larger star. It is affixed to a crystal base with a customizable front panel. 
The Dorado Star is available in three sizes. 

 

Patriot Signs New patented Quik Stix yard signs are ready for large venue hand-outs, door-
to-door solicitation and USPS. 

 

Premium Shapes USA Choose from two great options available in the Book Mark Set. Four-
color process printing directly on 
PremiumEDGE™ plastic gives your art an incomparable vibrancy and crispness. 
PremiumCARD™, the new format, is a durable cost effective coated card material. U.S.-
made. 
 

 

Sportsman Cap & Bag Get a fresh take on an old favorite. This 100% cotton canvas 10 oz. 
bag goes anywhere. It has a large main compartment and a 37 ½” shoulder strap with a 16” 
drop. 
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Pro Towels ImagePro sublimated towel are 75% cotton/25% polyester. The towels are 
hemmed and available in seven sizes. Edge-to-edge art offers unlimited possibilities. 
 

 

Chocolate Chocolate Popular 2" x 3" chocolate wrapper bars are now available in a 4-pack 
gift set. Each custom designed bar has a gold foil inner wrap enclosed in your one-of-a-kind 
custom wrapper. Choose one wrapper style or up to four different designs! Packaging 
includes clear lid with gold or silver stretch bow or our standard packaging options. 

 
 


